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Q1. TICK THE CORRECT OPTION (5)
1. A joint family consist of:

a) Parents and children     b)  Uncle and aunt  c)  Cousins and grandparents      d)    all of these
2. Which of these words describe a nuclear family:

a) Four generations b) Large c) small d) None of these
3. Parents who take another person’s child into their home without becoming the child’s legal parents are

known as.
a) Natural parents b) adoptive parents c) Faster parents d) None of these

4. Maternal relatives include
a) mother’s parents and siblings b) Father’s parents
c) Father’s brother d) none of these

5.  When do we meet our extended family members?
a) weddings b) festivals c) Birthday d) All of these

Q2. Fill in the blanks: (5)
1. Parents, brothers and sisters from the___________family.
2. Our grandparents, uncles and aunts form the ____________family.
3. Members of the mother’s family are called__________relatives.
4. Some family members leave____________in search of job.
5. Hens and insects lay______________.

Q3. Answer the given questions: (5)
1. Who are maternal relatives?
2. When do we meet our extended family.
3. Mention two ways in which animals multiply?
4. What are mammals? Give one example.
5. What is adoption?

Q4. Write True or False: (3)
1. Our father’s parents are our maternal relatives_____________.
2. Uncle, aunts and cousins are all members of the emmidiate family____________.
3. Parents, grandparents and siblings form the extended family___________.
4. The parents of adopted children are known as their natural parents.
5. Joint families consist of only parents and children.
6. Living being reproduce young ones to multiply more of their own kind.

 Q5. Match the following: (4)
1. Parents a) Type of families
2. Father’s brother b) Maternal Uncle
3. Mother’s brother c) Immediate family
4. Nuclear and joint d) Paternal Uncle
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Note: There are five sections. Each section contain 4 marks.
Sec-A (Reading Skill)

1. Read the passage and Answer the following questions-
It was a man named edmond Halley, who lived in the seventeenth century. He discovered the paths that
comets move out of our sight and never come back. Others keep-coming back at regular intervals. A big
bright comet that keeps coming back was named after Halley because he was the one who correctly
calculated when it would return. The last time Halley’s comet came near the Sun and the Earth was in 1986.
a. What did Edmond Halley discover?
b. What’s the name of teh comet?
c. When did it come near the sun and the earth?
d. Find two verbs from the passage.

Sec-B (Writing skill)
2. Write a paragraph on- ‘My favourite movie’.
3. Describe the picture.

Sec-C (Grammer Section)
4. Write the feminine gender of these nouns.

a. Hero
b. Son

5. Define countable and uncountable nouns with two examples.
6. Write 2 examples of collective noun.

Sec-D (Literature Section)
7. Answer these questions:

a. Where did pit and pat fall?
b. Why did farmer seth look up at the sky?
c. Why were the elephants very angry?
d. What was the job of Grandpa?

Sec-E (Vocabulary skill)
8. Write the meaning of the following:

(a) Inspect (b) Outpost (c) Harvest   (d)  Weeded


